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Abstract An experimental study of unidirectional flow through a model mangrove forest measured both
velocity and forces on individual trees. The individual trees were 1/12th scale models of mature Rhizophora,
including 24 prop roots distributed in a three-dimensional layout. Thirty-two model trees were distributed
in a staggered array producing a 2.5 m long forest. The velocity evolved from a boundary layer profile at the
forest leading edge to a vertical profile determined by the vertical distribution of frontal area, with
significantly higher velocity above the prop roots. Fully developed conditions were reached at the fifth tree
row from the leading edge. Within the root zone the velocity was reduced by up to 50% and the TKE was
increased by as much as fivefold, relative to the upstream conditions. TKE in the root zone was mainly
produced by root and trunk wakes, and it agreed in magnitude with the estimation obtained using the
Tanino and Nepf (2008) formulation. Maximum TKE occurred at the top of the roots, where a strong shear
region was associated with the change in frontal area. The drag measured on individual trees decreased
from the leading edge and reached a constant value at the fifth row and beyond, i.e., in the fully developed
region. The drag exhibited a quadratic dependence on velocity, which justified the definition of a quadratic
drag coefficient. Once the correct drag length-scale was defined, the measured drag coefficients collapsed
to a single function of Reynolds number.

1. Introduction

In coastal regions around the world, continuous socioeconomic development, sea level rise, and increasing
storm intensity are leading to an increased risk of environmental and socioeconomic damages. Coastal
managers have become interested in solutions with low environmental impact, or nature-based solutions,
as an alternative to conventional hard coastal protection structures (e.g., Sutton-Grier et al., 2015). The 2014
report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC Working Group II, 2014) highlights the
important role of ecosystem-based coastal protection, including the use of mangroves and salt marshes as
a buffer against damage to coastal communities. Several studies have reported the coastal protection pro-
vided by mangrove forests (Narayan et al., 2016; Vo-Luong & Massel, 2008; Yanagisawa et al., 2009). Further-
more, mangrove ecosystems provide other services such as nursery areas and fish production, biodiversity,
recreation, and carbon sequestration (Barbier et al., 2011; Mitsch & Gosselink, 2015). These additional eco-
system benefits increase the services provided by mangrove forests, making them a more appealing option
for coastal managers (de Groot et al., 2012). In addition, recent studies have proved that for the same level
of protection, defense projects using mangroves can be several times cheaper than conventional sub-
merged breakwaters (Narayan et al., 2016).

Mangrove forests exist in intertidal areas of tropical zones and most are characterized by a complex root
system, which attenuates flow energy (Mazda et al., 1997). Among the mangrove species, Rhizophora repre-
sents approximately 90% of the world mangrove distribution (Ohira et al., 2013), and this species is used in
the majority of restoration projects. Rhizophora plants are characterized by their prop roots, which form a
network above the substrate. However, there is a lack of knowledge regarding the hydrodynamics within
these complex root systems, and the forces exerted by the flow on the tree elements. Without this under-
standing, it is difficult to accurately predict the impact of proposed restoration efforts.

Several experimental studies have been performed in the last decade to characterize the interaction of dif-
ferent flow regimes with rigid cylinders representing mangrove trees (Ba Thuy et al., 2009; Huang et al.,
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2011; Irtem et al., 2009). However, only a few studies have considered the complex structure of real man-
grove trees. Ismail et al. (2012) modeled the mangrove roots using a porous plastic, considering a root
porosity equal to 0.93 as representative of Rhizophora, and showed that the mangrove roots contributed
more than the trunks and branches in reducing runup from a solitary wave. Strusinska-Correia et al. (2013)
studied tsunami damping by mangroves using tree models with cylinders distributed in different layers to
account for the prop roots, considering values of root density of a 5 year old Rhizophora mangrove. They
measured solitary wave free surface evolution along the forest and forces exerted on different individual
trees, showing a high decay of the force after the first three rows. Neither of these studies measured veloc-
ity profiles along the forest. Recently, Zhang et al. (2015) constructed 1:7.5 scale trees based on field surveys
of Rhizophora, with prop roots constructed from aluminum rods. They measured velocity and used a force
balance to infer the flow resistance. However, they did not directly measure force on the tree models, and
their tree models were distributed along the flume without any overlap between the root zones of adjacent
trees, which is not representative of real tree growth.

A better understanding of the flow adjustment and hydrodynamic drag within the complex mangrove
geometry will enable a better quantification of coastal protection provided by these ecosystems. This infor-
mation is required to accurately evaluate the services provided by mangrove forests, which can facilitate
coastal management decisions. Here an experimental study of unidirectional flow through a model man-
grove forest was performed to characterize the flow adjustment from the leading edge and the drag forces
exerted on individual trees. Unidirectional currents were chosen as representative of storm surge events.
During storm surge velocity varies over time scales of minutes to hours, which is long enough to represent
quasi steady flow within the forest. Waves, although sometimes significant in considerations of coastal pro-
tection, were not considered. Each model tree included a geometrically accurate prop root system. A
description of the mangrove model and mangrove forest is presented in section 2. Section 3 describes the
experimental setup and methods. The results are discussed in section 4, and the important conclusions are
drawn in section 5.

2. Geometry and Scaling of Model Mangrove Forest

Mangroves have a complex structure formed by aerial roots, trunks, and branches, and it is important to
study accurate geometries to provide the best assessment of coastal protection. Ohira et al. (2013) provides
a detailed three-dimensional geometric model of stilt root morphology based on a collection of field meas-
urements. The geometry of the root system depends on the diameter of the main trunk at breast height
(DBH), which is also an indication of tree age. In this study, we consider mature mangroves for which
DBH 5 0.20 m (Alongi, 2008). According to the Ohira scaling, for DBH 5 0.20 m the highest root attaches to
the trunk at HRmax 5 2.012 m, and the number of roots is N 5 24. These geometric values are in the same
range as the maximum root height and number of roots per tree reported by M�endez-Alonzo at al. (2015).
The diameter of these roots range from 0.033 to 0.042 m. The roots are distributed around the trunk at eight
different angles leading to the three-dimensional layout shown in Figure 1.

The model mangrove forest was built at 1:12 scale. This scale was chosen to fit the mangrove forest into the
test section at the desired mangrove geometry and trunk density. The mangrove roots were built using a
computer numerical control (CNC) wire-bending machine (DIWire, Pensa Labs). Roots were represented by
brass rods of 3.175 mm diameter, corresponding to the mean root diameter of the 24 roots at real scale
(3.8 cm). The mangrove trunks were constructed from acrylic tubes of 1.6 cm diameter, corresponding to
20 cm at real scale. The acrylic tubes were drilled using a programmable drill machine at the heights
described by Ohira et al. (2013) for the 24 roots and forming the three-dimensional layout presented in Fig-
ure 1. The maximum root height in the model was HRmax 5 16.8 cm. Both the root and trunk materials
were rigid enough to represent real mangrove stiffness, according to values reported by Zhang et al. (2015).
Two versions of the model mangrove were built: full trees with 24 roots and half trees with 15 roots. The
half trees were located next to the flume walls to uniformly cover the test section width and to avoid accel-
erated flows along the walls. A total of 20 whole trees and 12 half trees were built, using 32 trunks and 660
roots. The mangroves were attached to the bottom of the flume using perforated acrylic baseboards into
which the mangrove trunks were inserted. Figure 2 shows one whole mangrove and the mangrove forest
inside the flume. The distance between each row of trunks, w, was equal to 0.208 m (shown in Figure 5).
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The trees were distributed in a staggered configuration leading to a mangrove density equal to 10.4 trees/
m2 (722 trees/ha at real scale). This density was chosen based the density reported in Ward et al. (2006) for
a typical Rhizophora forest, specifically around 600 trees/ha.

The frontal area of an individual mangrove tree was measured using image analysis. A mangrove model
was photographed against a white background. Five photos were taken, considering five different angles of
rotation. The frontal area was evaluated using the Matlab image processing toolbox to convert the image
into a binary file and counting the black pixels representing the mangrove. A conversion factor from pixels
to unit length was determined using as reference the trunk diameter in the horizontal direction and the
height of the highest root in the vertical direction. As an example, one mangrove image is shown in the left
plot of Figure 3, and the frontal area within each 1 cm vertical slice is shown in the right plot of Figure 3.
The horizontal bars indicate the variability associated with tree orientation. The frontal area per tree (A) can
be estimated by integrating this curve over the water depth. The frontal area per unit volume a 5 An/h,
with n the number of trees per bed area (here, n 5 10.4 trees m22) and h the water depth. The frontal area
per volume varied with flow depth from a 5 0.58 to 1.03 m21.

Figure 2. (left plot) 1/12th scale model mangrove built using brass rods and an acrylic tube and (right plot) mangrove forest inside the flume.

Figure 1. Three-dimensional stilt root morphology of a Rhizophora mangrove based on Ohira et al. (2013).
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Froude number, Fn, similarity was used to select the model system velocity, UM, based on the real velocity,
UR:

Fn5
UMffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gLM
p 5

URffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gLR
p (1)

in which g is the acceleration of gravity. As noted above, the ratio of model length-scales (LM) to real
length-scale (LR) was LM/LR 5 1/12. Using this ratio in (1), UM50:29UR. In addition, the Reynolds number, Re,
in the model should be high enough to ensure similarity in wake structure between the model and the real
conditions. The Reynolds numbers based on both trunk and root diameters were considered:

Retrunk5
UMDtrunk

m
& Reroots5

UMDroots

m
(2)

in which Dtrunk and Droots are the trunk and root diameter, respectively, and m is the kinematic viscosity.
Storm surge conditions can produce velocities around 0.5 m/s (e.g., Roeber et al., 2015), which corresponds
to 0.144 m/s at model scale. This velocity produced Retrunk52; 405 and Reroots5457, which were high
enough to ensure turbulent wakes (Re> 200), which would be consistent with field conditions. However,
the model study covered a range of velocities (UM 5 3–20 cm/s), and for UM< 6 cm/s the root Reynolds
number was below 200. For those specific cases, root wakes were laminar and we cannot ensure similarity.

3. Flume Experiments

The experiments were conducted at the MIT Laboratory in a 1.2 m wide and 12.2 m long recirculating glass
flume with horizontal bed. To generate higher currents, the test section width was narrowed to B 5 1 m by
inserting acrylic walls, as displayed in the middle plot in Figure 4. The mangrove forest began 5 m from the
flume inlet and was 2.5 m long.

Flow discharge, Q, was controlled by a variable-speed pump and measured using a flow meter. The water
depth, h, was measured in front of the forest using a free surface gauge. By changing the gate height at
the end of the flume the water depth (h) was adjusted between 9 and 25 cm, which included water
depths both above and below the maximum root height, HRmax 5 16.8 cm. Vertical profiles of velocity
were measured using three Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADVs), which were mounted to vertical rods
that moved vertically with an increment of 1 cm. ADV1 was used to measure the velocity profile at the for-
est leading edge (see Figure 5). The other two ADVs were located within the fully developed flow region.
The fully developed flow region was identified by taking velocity measurements at increasing distance
from the forest leading edge. The vertical profiles of velocity progressively evolved from the leading edge

Figure 3. The left plot shows the original image of one mangrove model. The right plot shows the vertical profile of tree frontal area per cm vertical interval, dA
(cm). The vertical position (z) is normalized by the maximum root height, HRmax 5 16.8 cm. The horizontal bars indicate the variability associated with different
tree orientation.
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until row 5, and beyond this point the profiles reached their fully developed shape. This progression is
illustrated in the left plot of Figure 11, which is discussed in the next section. Based on the evolution of
velocity, ADV2 and ADV3 were located inside the fully developed flow region. ADV3 was mounted on a

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of side and top view of the flume, in top and middle plot, respectively. Middle plot shows the distribution of 20 whole and 12 half
trees in the flume. Two first rows frontal view is shown in detailed in the bottom plot differentiating between areas of higher and lower flow blockage. Figure is
not to scale.

Figure 5. Individual mangrove trunks (represented by small circles) were arranged in rows 1–13 in the x direction, mea-
sured from the leading edge of the forest, and rows A to E in the y direction. Gray triangles represent ADV locations. The
black dot indicates the mangrove at the leading edge attached to the force cell. Gray dots indicate the additional posi-
tions where force and velocity measurements were made in the second set of experiments.
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lateral worm screw and traversed to collect velocity profiles at five lateral locations, each 5 cm apart (posi-
tions p1 to p5 in Figure 5).

Three components of instantaneous velocity (u; v; w) corresponding to (streamwise, lateral, vertical) com-
ponents, respectively, were collected at each ADV measurement position. At each point the velocity was
sampled at 25 Hz for 3 min. Using a matlab script, the velocity records were despiked following Goring and
Nikora (2002). Each velocity record was decomposed into time-averaged components (�u; �v ; �w ) and fluctu-
ating components (u0; v0; w0Þ. The turbulent kinetic energy, TKE, was obtained as:

TKE5
1
2

u02 1v02 1w02
� �

(3)

Forces were measured in two separate experiments. First, forces on the first mangrove in row D were measured
at flow speeds between 3 and 20 cm/s and flow depths between 9 and 25 cm. In a second set of experiments,
the force exerted on mangroves 1–11 located in row D were measured at different flow rates for h>HRmax.
After measuring the force at each position, the mangrove was removed and the velocity was measured at the
same location. Because the original baseboard began to warp, a replacement baseboard was introduced before
the second set of force measurements. With the new baseboard, the trunk spacing increased slightly (by 4%)
from w 5 0.208 cm to 0.216 m. Based on comparisons between replicate measurements before and after the
new baseboard was introduced, this change had negligible impact on measurements.

Forces were measured using a 100 g Futek force transducer. The device was calibrated weekly using
weights of known mass, which consistently produced a linear calibration curve between strain and force. To
eliminate the tree weight from the force measurement, the test mangrove was mounted onto a pivot arm,
which supported the mangrove weight, with the other end of the pivot arm connected to the force trans-
ducer (Figure 6). The distance from the pivot point to the force transducer, LLC , was 17.0 cm, and the dis-
tance from the pivot point to the flume bed, LB, was 32.5 cm. Note that the roots of the tree mounted on
the pivot were shaved slightly so that the tree made no contact with the bed. The gap between the roots
and the bed was less than 0.5 cm.

Forces recorded by the load cell (FLC) were converted to drag force on the tree (FD) using a balance of
torque:

Figure 6. Force transducer setup using a pivot arm to eliminate the tree weight from the force measurement. The left plot shows the test mangrove mounted in
the flume. The right plot provides a sketch of the relative position of the different elements.
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FD5
FLC LLC

LD
(4)

in which LD was the distance from the pivot point to the centroid of the force exerted on the mangrove.
The centroid of force was estimated using the vertical profiles of measured time-average velocity (�u) and
frontal area (dA, Figure 3).

LD5LB2

Ð h
0 FD zð ÞzdzÐ h
0 FD zð Þdz

5LB2

Ph
i50

dA ið Þ�u2 ið Þz ið Þ

Ph
i50

dA ið Þ�u2 ið Þ
(5)

Following previous studies in the literature (e.g., Dalrymple et al., 1984; Kobayashi et al., 1993; Losada et al.,
2016; M�endez et al., 1999), we assumed that the drag coefficient, CD, was constant along the vertical. This is
an appropriate choice, given that only the total force was measured, and not a distribution of forces along
the vertical. Further, previous studies of cylinder drag have shown that between Re 5 102 and 105 the drag
coefficient is nearly constant (620%, e.g., Munson et al., 2013). Even though velocity varied in the vertical,
the Re value fell mostly in this range, making it reasonable to assume a constant CD. By assuming a vertically
constant CD, this coefficient was cancelled from (5), so that LD could be estimated without a priori knowl-
edge of CD.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1. Velocity and Turbulent Kinetic Energy
Time-averaged, streamwise velocity, �u, and TKE profiles measured for two of the water depths (h 5 25.0 and
14.9 cm), with channel-average velocity U5Q=Bh of 9.0 and 16.7 cm/s, respectively, are shown in Figures 7
and 8. The velocity was normalized by U; and TKE was normalized by U2. The figures compare profiles at
the leading edge of the forest (blue symbols) to multiple streamwise (Figure 7) and lateral (Figure 8) posi-
tions within the fully developed region of the forest (gray symbols). First, the velocity profiles within the for-
est were significantly altered from the profile at the leading edge. Upstream of the forest, the velocity
profile (blue symbols) was determined by the bed drag and followed a boundary layer shape. Within the
forest, the shape of the velocity profile was predominantly determined by the drag associated with the
trees, and thus was higher in regions of lower frontal area. For example, for water depth h 5 25 cm (Figure
7a), which was higher than the root zone (HRmax 5 16.8 cm), the velocity was diminished in the root zone
(Z/HRmax< 1), where the frontal area was highest, and the velocity was enhanced above the root zone,
where the frontal area was lowest. Local effects depending on the relative position with respect to man-
groves can also be observed. For example, Figure 8a shows a significant velocity reduction as we move
closer to the bottom for ADV3p4 and p5 measurements. However, that is not observed for ADV3p1, which
is just behind one mangrove trunk.

The velocity near the water surface could not be captured, because the ADV cannot measure within 5 cm of
the water surface. Then, to evaluate the depth-averaged velocity, uniform velocity in the region above the
highest measurement point (where the ADV could not reach) was assumed. Because the model trees were
identical and distributed in a regular array, the spatial variation in flow captured by the lateral profile shown
(ADV3p1 to p5) should be representative of the velocity distribution around every tree in this array. We note
that in the field, trees will not be identical, nor will they be distributed in a regular array, which would produce
greater variability in the horizontal distribution of flow. To validate the uniform velocity assumption used to
estimate local depth-averaged velocity, conservation of mass flux was evaluated between the upstream
(ADV1) and the fully developed region (ADV3p1 to p5). This conservation of mass flux was evaluated for cases
in which h>HRmax and cases in which h<HRmax. For cases where h>HRmax, the channel-average velocity
matched the upstream channel-average velocity to within 1%, satisfying conservation of mass. Therefore, for
these cases the last velocity measurement, taken at the trunk level, can be considered as a good estimation of
the velocity above that point. This makes sense, because in the region between the highest measurement
point and the water surface the frontal area remains constant, so that a uniform velocity profile is expected.
For cases were h<HRmax, the channel-average velocity under predicts the expected channel-average veloc-
ity by up to a 16%. In these cases, frontal area within the regions where velocity could not be measured
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decreases with increasing vertical position, since h<HRmax. It should be noted that, because of the parabolic
shape of the roots, this frontal area variation is especially important in between trunk locations (see sketch in
bottom plot of Figure 4 where different flow blockage areas are displayed). This distribution of frontal area
suggests that the greatest increase in the velocity above the measured point would be produced in between
the mangrove trunks. Therefore, the assumption of uniform velocity above the highest measurement point is
most likely violated at the positions in between the mangrove trunks (positions ADV3p2, p3, and p4). How-
ever, at the positions in line with the mangrove trunks (positions ADV3p1, p5, and ADV2), this assumption is
valid, because the vertical distribution of frontal area at this location is fairly uniform.

Second, the turbulence level was significantly enhanced within the mangrove forest, relative to the
upstream condition (Figures 7b, 7d and 8b, 8d). For example, for h 5 25 cm depth-averaged turbulent inten-
sity at the leading edge of the forest was 8.5%. However, in the forest, the lateral-average of the multiple
depth-averaged values (ADV3p1 to p5, Figure 8b) indicated a turbulent intensity equal to 18%, which was
almost twice the turbulent intensity in an open channel flow (Nezu & Rodi, 1986). Vegetation can contribute
two sources of turbulence (e.g., see discussions in Nepf and Vivoni 2000 and King et al. 2012). Turbulence
can be generated in the wakes of individual roots and trunks. In addition, turbulence can be generated
within shear-regions created by vertical variation in vegetation frontal area. Tanino and Nepf (2008) devel-
oped a model for the turbulence generated by element wakes by considering a balance between the pro-
duction of turbulent kinetic energy and its viscous dissipation. For a sparse array of cylinders (which applies
to this system),

Figure 7. Time-averaged, streamwise velocity (left panels) and TKE (right panels) normalized by the channel-average velocity, U at different streamwise positions
(see Figure 5). Plots a and b show results for h 5 25 cm and U 5 9.0 cm/s. Plots c and d show results for h 5 14.9 cm and U 5 16.7 cm/s. Measurements at the
leading edge (blue triangles) are compared to profiles in the fully developed region (gray symbols) at different streamwise positions, all of which are aligned with
the mangroves trunks. The location of the water surface is shown with blue dashed line.
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ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TKE
p

U
51:1 CD

u
12uð Þp=2

� �1=3

(6)

This expression was verified for measurements up to a solid volume fraction of u 5 0.06 (Figure 14 in Tanino
and Nepf 2008). Note that (6) assumes turbulent wakes, so that it is only valid for element Reynolds num-
bers, Re 5 UD=m> 200, with D the element diameter. Here we considered the application of (6) to the more
complex configuration of the model mangrove. The drag coefficient, CD, was taken from the force analysis
described in section 3. The solid volume fraction was calculated by summing the root and trunk volume
within the forest from the bed to the water surface and dividing by the total volume of the forest (1 m 3

2.5 m 3 h) m3. For water depths h 5 25.0 and 14.9 cm (Figures 7 and 8), u 5 0.0037 and 0.0044, and CD5

1.13 and 1.14, respectively. Using equation (6),
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TKE
p

=U 5 0.15 and 0.16 for h 5 25.0 cm and 14.9 cm,
respectively, corresponding to (TKE/U2) 5 0.023 and 0.026, respectively. These values were in fairly good
agreement with the TKE measured within the lower part of the root zone, e.g., Z/HRmax< 0.5 (Figures 7b,
7d and 8b, 8d). While lateral variation in TKE was observed, the average TKE level was consistent with that
predicted from (6). Over a wider range of flow depth and velocity, with u between 0.037 and 0.053 and h
between 25 and 9 cm, respectively, we found that the measured spatial-averaged TKE in the bottom half of
the root zone (TKE/U2) differed from equation (6) by scale factor 0.55 6 0.04 (95%CI), i.e., equation (6) over-
predicted TKE by a factor of 2. This is fairly good agreement, given the simplicity of the formulation, indicat-
ing that equation (6) could be used to predict wake-generated TKE within more complex morphologies
than a cylinder array. This relation could be used as a simple, subgrid scale model to predict TKE produced

Figure 8. (left plots) Vertical profiles of time-averaged, streamwise velocity and (right plots) TKE normalized by the channel-average velocity U at different lateral
positions (see Figure 5 and insert in plot b). Plots a and b show results for h 5 25 cm and U 5 9.0 cm/s. Plots c and d show results for h 5 14.9 cm and U 5 16.7 cm/
s. Profiles at the leading edge (blue triangles) are compared to profiles in the fully developed region (gray symbols) at different lateral positions. Location of water
surface is shown with blue dashed line.
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by root and trunk wakes. In contrast, in the upper root zone and above the root zone, Z/HRmax> 0.5, the
measured TKE exceeded that predicted by (6) for wake generation. The additional turbulence was likely
contributed from local shear-production. For example, in the h 5 25 cm case, the TKE was distinctly higher
in the region Z/HRmax> 0.5 (Figures 7b and 8b), which corresponded to the region with significant vertical
shear (Figures 7a and 8a). While shear was observed, we did not observe the formation of coherent struc-
tures via shear-instability. We believe these did not form because the shear-layer was not contiguous, as
would be observed over a submerged canopy and for which these structures are consistently observed
(e.g., Ghisalberti & Nepf 2006). While shear was observed in the individual velocity profiles, the vertical posi-
tion of the shear zone was not uniform along the forest. Because of the parabolic root shape (Figure 3), the
maximum height of roots was different at different horizontal positions, resulting in different vertical posi-
tions of the measured shear zone. This can be observed in Figures 7b and 8b, which show that the maxi-
mum shear and TKE were recorded at different heights according to the height reached by the roots at
each horizontal position. In a real mangrove forest, the trees would be even more irregular and more irregu-
larly spaced, so that a contiguous shear-layer at the top of the root layer would be even less likely.

In summary, the specific morphology of the mangrove led to a reduction of velocity near the bed, as flow
was diverted to the region of lower frontal area away from the bed. A velocity reduction in the root zone
can provide sheltered habit for nursery areas. The tendency for reduced near-bed velocity also suggests
conditions that favor deposition and retention of fine particulate matter, which is linked to the already
proven capacity for mangroves to build up soil (Furukawa & Wolanski, 1996; Krauss et al., 2003, 2010) and to
provide CO2 sequestration (Alongi 2014; Bouillon et al., 2008). However, the production of TKE in the wakes
of roots and trunks enhanced the TKE within the model forest, relative to the bare bed (blue symbols in Fig-
ures 7 and 8). Elevated turbulence within the pneumatophores of a mangrove forest has also been
observed in the field and attributed to root-wake generation (Mullarney et al., 2015). Mullarney at al. (2015)
proposed that the root-generated TKE caused the observed reduction in fine sediment within the fringe
mangrove, relative to adjacent regions. Similarly, stem-generated turbulence has been shown to inhibit
deposition within regions of model vegetation in the laboratory (Chen et al., 2012; Liu & Nepf, 2016). Figures
7 and 8 highlight the potentially competing effects of mangrove root structure with regard to sediment
retention, i.e., reduced near-bed velocity, but enhanced TKE. The root and trunk generation of turbulence is
cut off once the root and trunk Reynolds numbers drop below � 200, and this threshold may be the key
control between root zones that inhibit versus favor deposition (Liu & Nepf, 2016).

4.2. Forces Exerted on a Mangrove Located at the Leading Edge
Drag forces exerted on a mangrove located at the leading edge of the forest (position D01 in Figure 5) were
obtained for different flow rates and for three depth ranges: h1 5 9.0–12.3 cm, h2 5 13.3–14.2 cm, and
h3 5 20.3–25.0 cm, corresponding to conditions with water depth both below and above the maximum
root height (HRmax 5 16.8 cm). As expected, the measured drag force increased with both channel velocity
and water depth (Figure 9a). For each depth range, the measured forces were fitted to the following func-
tion of velocity, with coefficient a and exponent b:

FD5a Ub (7)

The fitted models had high correlation coefficients, q2 > 0:975, and the resulting exponents, b, were 2.10 6

0.03, 2.03 6 0.02, and 2.061 6 0.001 for h1, h2, and h3, respectively. The fitted exponents agree with a qua-
dratic drag law, b 5 2, to within 5%, which can also be seen in the fit of measured forces as a function of U2

(Figure 9c). Uncertainty introduced by frontal area, which was the main source of uncertainty, is represented
by error bars.

The drag coefficient for each velocity and depth range was evaluated assuming the quadratic dependence
demonstrated above.

CD5
2FD

qAU2
(8)

in which q is the fluid density, and A is the total mangrove frontal area, obtained as A5
Ð h

0 dA zð Þdz, using
the distribution of frontal area dA shown in Figure 3. The estimated drag coefficients are shown as a func-
tion of the trunk Reynolds number, Retrunk5UDtrunk=m, in Figure 9b. Please recall that for root Reynolds
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number was below 200 the root wakes are not fully turbulent, and similarity to field conditions cannot be
guaranteed. However, only two cases approached this limit. As a point of comparison, Figure 9b also
includes the value of CD for a smooth cylinder (White, 1991, dashed line in Figure 9). The estimated drag
coefficients had a strong dependence on flow depth, with higher CD for smaller flow depths. The cases in
which the root zone occupied the entire flow depth (i.e., h1 and h2<HRmax) exhibited similar fits (Figure
9b). However, cases for which the water depth extended above the root zone, i.e., h3>HRmax, exhibited
lower drag coefficients at comparable velocity (comparable Retrunk).

The depth dependence in CD was likely associated with the different turbulence structures produced in
each case. When h<HRmax turbulence was dominated by wakes induced by mangrove roots, such that
flow separation and vortex shedding scaled with the root diameter. Under these conditions, the characteris-
tic length-scale to define inertial and viscous forces, and by extension Re, is the root diameter. On the other
hand, when h>HRmax a significant fraction of total drag was generated by the trunks above the root zone.
In this region, the dominant drag length-scale was the trunk diameter, and a characterization by the trunk
Reynolds number was appropriate. By characterizing the h1 and h2 cases with the root Reynolds number,

Figure 9. (a) and (c) Measured drag force as a function of channel-mean velocity for each of three flow depth ranges: h1 5 9.0–12.3 cm, h2 5 13.3–14.2 cm, and
h3 5 20.3–25.0 cm. (b) and (d) Drag coefficients estimated from equation (8). The error bars arise mainly from the uncertainty in frontal area (Figure 4). The trunk
Reynolds number was defined as Retrunk5UDtrunk=m and the root Reynolds number was defined as Reroots5UDroots=m. The dashed line in plots (b) and (d) represent
CD for a smooth isolated cylinder with diameter defined as Dtrunk.
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Reroots5UDroots=m, and the h3 cases with the trunk Reynolds number, Retrunk5UDtrunk=m, the CD values col-
lapsed to a single function (Figure 9d), supporting our proposal. That is, when the flow was fully contained
within the root zone, the appropriate drag length-scale was Droot, but when a significant fraction of flow
was above the root zone (h>HRmax), the drag length-scale shifted to Dtrunk.

4.3. Drag Force Variation With Distance From Leading Edge
The change in drag force with distance from the leading edge was considered by comparing measurements
at six locations along row D (Figure 5) with water depth (h 5 21.5–25 cm) higher than the maximum root
height. The force measured on an individual mangrove in the third row from the leading edge (D03) was
comparable to that measured at the leading edge (D01), but beyond the third row the drag decreased by
up to a 26% relative to the leading edge (Figure 10). Within uncertainty, the forces measured on individual
mangroves were similar in all rows beyond the fifth tree row, which corresponded to the distance 0.85 m
from the leading edge. Previous studies note that the adjustment length for flow through a sparse, sub-
merged (or finite width) canopy can be described by the drag length-scale, CDað Þ21 (Coceal & Belcher,
2004; Rominger & Nepf, 2011). Strictly, this describes the distance required for flow to be redirected from
the canopy to an unvegetated adjacent region. Here the canopy was not submerged and all regions of the
flow were occupied by vegetation, although with variable a, so that this formulation may not apply.
However, depth averaging a from 0 to HRmax produced a root-zone average of a 5 0.80 m21, and then
1= CDað Þ5 0.96 m, which was close to the adjustment length-scale obtained from the velocity measure-
ments (0.85 m). This indicated that the adjustment-scale 1= CDað Þ considering the average a within the
highest flow blockage region, i.e., the root zone, can apply in this case.

Figure 10. Drag forces measured at positions with increasing distance from the leading edge as a function of the velocity
squared. Measurements were made at rows 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11, as shown in Figure 5. In all cases included here the water
depth (h 5 21.5–25 cm) was higher than the maximum root height.
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The reduction in drag can be explained by the redistribution of velocity in both the vertical and horizontal
directions that occurred in response to the mangrove trees. At the leading edge the velocity profile was
nearly uniform, except close to the bed (black circles in Figure 11a). Moving into the forest, the velocity
decreased in the root zone (Z/HRmax< 1, Figure 11a) where the frontal area was higher, and the velocity
increased above the root zone where the frontal area was lower. Since drag is proportional to both frontal
area and velocity squared, a flow adjustment that leads to higher velocity in the region of lower frontal area
should lead to an overall reduction in drag. The velocity also redistributed in the horizontal plane. Specifi-
cally, the velocity in line with the trunks was significantly diminished relative to the channel-average (see
ADV3p1 and ADVp5 in Figure 8). A lower velocity in line with the trees would also reduce the force on the
tree. The bulk of the velocity adjustment occurred between the leading edge (D01, black circles in Figure
11a) and row D05 (white squares in Figure 11a), which was consistent with the distance over which the
drag force changed (Figure 10). In addition, the drag was reduced, relative to the leading edge, in row D05
and beyond for all velocities tested, suggesting that flow adjustment length from the leading edge is not
dependent on velocity. Due to the flow redistribution and because the drag coefficients estimated from (8)
used the channel-average velocity, which does not account for the velocity redistribution, the drag coeffi-
cients estimated in row D05 and beyond were diminished relative to the drag coefficient at the leading
edge (Figure 11b).

A decrease in force after the row of a forest model has been previously reported by Maza et al. (2015), in a
numerical study of solitary waves interacting with a cylinder array. The solitary wave height was reduced
with distance from the array leading edge, which partially explained the reduction in wave-exerted forces.
However, the wave height decay was almost linear along the array (Figure 14 in Maza et al., 2015), whereas
the forces declined in a nonlinear way, with a larger reduction within the first row and then a much slower
decline in force with further distance from the leading edge (Figure 15 in Maza et al., 2015). This indicated
that the force evolution along the forest was not driven solely by wave decay, but also by the redistribution
of the velocity field. In this case, with vertically uniform cylinders, flow redistribution occurred in only the
lateral direction. Specifically, velocity was reduced in-line with the cylinder rows, reducing the force on the
cylinders.

To assess the relative importance of lateral and horizontal velocity reconfiguration on tree force, the drag
coefficient was recalculated using the local depth-averaged velocity, rather than the channel-average veloc-
ity, U. Specifically, the local depth-averaged velocity, Uxy, was obtained using ADV measurements at each

Figure 11. (left plot) Velocity profiles measured at mangrove positions D01, D03, D05, D07, D09, and D11 and drag coefficients for those mangroves as a function
of Retrunk.
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location along the forest (D01–D11, Figure 5). The subscript xy was used to highlight that the local depth-
average velocity varied in the horizontal plane (e.g., see Figure 8). Because the ADV could not record veloc-
ity within 5 cm of the free surface, velocity in this region was estimated as being equal to the velocity
recorded at the point nearest to the free surface. The values of local depth-averaged velocity measured at
the tree positions were lower than the channel-average (Uxy<U). This was due to the lateral redirection of
velocity, as illustrated in Figure 8. New estimates of CD were obtained by substituting Uxy into equation (8).
When plotted as a function of trunk Reynolds number defined using Uxy, the new drag coefficients col-
lapsed to a common fitting (Figure 12), CD59:49Re20:31

trunk . That is, by correcting for the velocity redistribution
in the horizontal plane, the drag coefficient lost its dependence on distance from the leading edge. This
suggested that the flow redistribution in the horizontal plane was the more significant contributor to the
reduction in CD estimated with the channel-average velocity. If the local, depth-average velocity can be
resolved within a numerical model, e.g., when using a point-drag representation for the trees, this single
drag coefficient relation (Figure 12) can be used to calculate the appropriate drag at any location within the
forest. However, for numerical models in which flow is not resolved within the forest (e.g., using a distrib-
uted drag approach), the previous formulations (Figure 11) should be used to estimate drag forces at differ-
ent distances from the leading edge, based on the channel-average velocity.

5. Conclusions

A mangrove forest model based on the Rhizophora morphology was built at 1/12th scale. Each model tree
included 24 prop roots distributed in a three-dimensional layout. The velocity and forces on individual trees
were measured at the forest leading edge and within the fully developed region of the forest at channel-
average flow speeds of 3–20 cm/s and water depths between 9 and 25 cm, which correspond to speeds of
0.10–0.69 cm/s and water depths of 1.1 and 3.0 m at real scale. The velocity field evolved from a boundary
layer profile at the forest leading edge to a profile determined by the vertical distribution of frontal area,
with significantly higher velocity measured above the root zone. In addition, the velocity field also adjusted

Figure 12. Drag coefficients obtained considering the local depth-averaged velocity, Uxy, instead of the channel-average
velocity, U, in equation (8) plotted as a function of Retrunk5Uxy Dtrunk=m. A common fitting for all data is shown in the
figure.
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in the horizontal plane, with significantly lower velocity in line with the trunks. The fully developed condi-
tions were reached at the fifth tree row from the leading edge. Within the lower root zone nearest the bed,
where frontal area was highest, the velocity was reduced by up to 50% and the TKE was increased by as
much as fivefold, relative to the upstream conditions. The increase in TKE within the root zone was attrib-
uted to two sources. First, the contribution from turbulent wakes generated by individual trunk and roots
dominated near the bed, and measured values of TKE near the bed agreed with existing models that pre-
dict turbulence generation by individual vegetative elements. A second source of turbulence came from
the velocity shear generated by the sharp decrease in frontal area at the top of the root zone. The enhanced
near-bed TKE could locally inhibit the deposition of fine particulate matter within the forest, which is coun-
ter to the prevailing expectation of sediment retention within a forest.

The drag exhibited a quadratic dependence on velocity, which justified the definition of a quadratic drag
coefficient. The measured drag coefficients collapsed to a single function of Reynolds number only after the
correct length-scale for drag was identified. The dominant drag length-scale was dependent on flow depth.
Specifically, for flow contained fully within the root zone (h<HRmax), the drag length-scale was the root
diameter, but for flow distributed partly above the root zone (h>HRmax) the drag length-scale was the
trunk diameter. Forces measured on individual mangroves, and the drag coefficients defined using the
channel-average velocity, U 5 Q/(Bh), decreased from the leading edge, but reached an almost constant
force at the fifth tree row, consistent with the velocity reaching its fully developed profile at the fifth tree
row. The decrease in drag from the leading edge was predominantly associated with the lateral redistribu-
tion of flow, with significantly lower velocity measured in line with the trunks. Consistent with this, CD values
estimated using the local depth-average velocity, Uxy, which accounted for the lateral flow reconfiguration,
exhibited no dependence with distance from the leading edge.
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